Abstract-Deaths due to cardiovascular diseases are increasing worldwide, and multi-signal monitoring systems to diagnose such diseases are under development. However, only a few researches are underway for devices that monitor hemodynamic energy, which is a marker for pulsatile flow generated by the contraction and relaxation of the heart. Therefore, this study aimed to integrate multiple monitoring devices into a single device, while also incorporating hemodynamic energy monitoring. 
INTRODUCTION
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the leading cause of death worldwide in 2011 was cardiovascular disease, which was responsible for 1.7 million deaths. WHO also predicted that two million people are expected to die from the same cause in 2015. Devices for diagnosing cardiovascular disease are under active development worldwide, and are differentiated into several types of sensors and devices. The heart maintains a pulsatile flow by its contractions and relaxations [1] [2] [3] , and multiple researchers have analyzed the unique properties of pulsatile flow and compared them with those of nonpulsatile flow [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Multiple advantages of pulsatile flow during cardiovascular bypass have been reported, such as its similarities to the natural beating of the heart, as well as keeping the blood vessels open [12] . Also, a study utilizing the concept of hemodynamic energy characteristic of pulsatile flow suggests that pulsatile flow has greater hemodynamic energy, and has advantage in perfusion [13] . In 2002, Nitzan proposed a signal-processing algorithm that calculates the pulse transit time (PTT) from the R-wave and the photoplethysmography (PPG) recorded from the earlobes, fingers, and toes. The study reported the correlation between PTT and blood pressure in average adults [14] . Development of a system that integrates the conventional biological signals and hemodynamic energy will result in a system that can be used for both diagnosis of diseases as well as efficacies of treatments. However, such integrated system is currently difficult to find. Therefore, this study aimed to develop a multisignal monitoring system that integrates the conventional signals including ECG, PPG, and temperature, as well as hemodynamic energy as Overall System.
II. OVERALL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The system has a total of seven channels. Pressure and flow are measured in two channels each, while ECG, PPG, and temperature are measured with one channel each. Figure 1 shows the overall configuration of the system, where multiple signals are relayed to a single input, processed by analog-todigital converting (ADC), which then can be saved and analyzed. www.ijacsa.thesai.org were used in conjunction with AD620 amplifier (Analog Device Inc, U.S.A) operating on 5 V. ECG signals were differentially amplified, and noise was eliminated with bandpass filtering and 60 Hz notch filtering by LM324 amplifier (Analog Device, Inc, U.S.A). The developed ECG hardware was processed into printed circuit boards (PCB), using Pads 9.4 software (Mentor Graphics, U.S.A). Because ECG, temperature, and pulse signals all operate on 5 V, the power input was supplied from an ADC board, NI USB-6009 (National Instruments, U.S.A). Because all signals are collected in analog form, they must be converted into digital signals before being processed by a computer. Therefore, NI USB-6009, which has 14 bit resolution, sample rate of 48 kS/s and accuracy range of 1.53 mV was used to convert the signals from analog to digital. These signals were transferred to a tablet PC (ACER, U.S.A) via USB 2.0 connection and measured using the LabView™ software. 
IV. CONCEPT INTRODUCTION OF HEMODYNAMIC ENERGY
Shepard's equation, which calculates the hemodynamic energy in a pulsatile flow using pressure and flow rate was applied in this system [15] .
EEP(mm Hg
Energy equivalent pressure (EEP) is the amount of energy required to move a unit volume of blood across a unit distance, expressed in pressure units. f represents the flow rate (L/min), while p represents arterial pressure (mm Hg). EEP is determined by first calculating hemodynamic power curve, which is an integration of the product of flow rate and pressure during one cardiac cycle, and then dividing it by the pump flow-rate curve, which is an integration of the flow rate over time.
SHE (ergs
Surplus hemodynamic energy (SHE) is the excess energy after subtracting the amount necessary for basic circulation [16] . Therefore, SHE is expected to be 0 in nonpulsatile flows where EEP equals mean arterial pressure (MAP), but positive in pulsatile flows where EEP is greater than MAP. Based on the hemodynamic energy equations, software was developed with the Labview™ software to monitor hemodynamic energy EEP and SHE in pulsatile flow generated by a Korean pulsatile biventricular pump, TPLS (Twin Pulse Life Support) [17] . One cycle of ECG is comprised of P, Q, R, S, and T-wave, out of which the QRS complex occurs during ventricular polarization and typically reside in higher frequency area. The P-wave is caused by atrial contractions, while the T-wave is caused by ventricular contractions, and both typically reside in the lower frequencies. The QRS complex plays a fundamental and critical role in ECG analysis; once the analysis of the QRS complex is complete, ST waves, PR waves, and RR intervals can also be analyzed. Therefore, ECG waveforms were displayed using secondary band-pass filters, 60 Hz notch filters, and FIR filtering at a software level to distinguish the QRS complex. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
The pulse rate signal may be affected by the patient's respiration or skin condition, which affects the current and amplitude of the signals. Therefore, the patient must remain stationary to obtain stable waveforms. A baseline equation can be applied to calculate the pulse rate by comparing the occurrences of peak values.
Pulse Rate =
Because the AD595 chip displays 1˚C of temperature change per 10 mV of voltage change, equation 4 was applied to the software to show the temperature. Temperature = Measured voltage (mV) x 100 (4) As shown in figure 4 , ECG and pulse signals were graphed in Labview™ in real time, and temperature was displayed by the thermometer icon. Hardware and software for multiple vital signals were integrated into a device and simplified. All seven analog signals can be converted into digital signals and transferred to the DAQ board and a portable tablet computer via USB 2.0, which can then be analyzed with the Labview™ software, as seen in figure 5 . By combining multiple softwares, changes in individual signals can be graphed in real time onto a single screen. Sampling rate and duration can be adjusted as needed, and the raw data can be saved in text or excel format, which can then be analyzed statistically. In this study, a system was developed to combine measurements of signals necessary for calculation of hemodynamic energy, as well as other monitoring parameters, including pressure, flow, ECG, PPG, and temperature, for the purpose of the development of an integrated multi-signal monitoring system. Although the analog measurement of temperature change showed high precision at 10 mV = 1 ˚C, the converted digital value showed lower precision in comparison. This can be attributed to the noise from the power input, generated upon connection to the USB-6009 DAQ board. Efforts are being made to reduce the effect of this noise on measurement precision. Future directions include replacing cable connection with wireless connection in order to simplify the structure of the system. Furthermore, hemodynamic energy markers will be integrated with ECG and PPG to develop a vascular monitoring system. Once performance and safety of this newly developed system prove to be suitable for clinical use after in vitro and in vivo experiments, it may be possible to utilize this system in both monitoring and diagnosis for circulatory conditions. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
